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NEOPOLLARD INTERACTIVE CONGRATULATES THE NORTH CAROLINA EDUCATION LOTTERY ON
THE SUCCESSFUL CONVERSION OF ITS ONLINE PLAY AND PLAYER LOYALTY PROGRAMS
LANSING, Michigan, November 8, 2019 /CNW/ – NeoPollard Interactive LLC (“NeoPollard Interactive” or
“NPi”)—a leading provider of online Lottery technology, managed services, and industry-leading
interactive games—is proud to announce that NPi and the North Carolina Education Lottery (“Education
Lottery” or “Lottery”) have successfully converted the Lottery’s Online Play and Player Loyalty Program
(“PLP”) to NPi’s omnichannel digital engagement solution. Through a competitive procurement process,
the Lottery awarded the contract to NPi with the initial term of the agreement extending to June 2024,
and the option for five one-year renewals over the life of the contract.
The Education Lottery’s completely integrated solution from NPi will enhance its existing digital services
by harnessing best of breed technology. This technology will include the NeoSphere player account
management system, Pollard Banknote’s PlayON® player engagement platform, and a full-featured mobile
application that will enable players to play certain lottery games, collect and redeem loyalty points, scan
lottery tickets to check the winning status and/or enter promotions, access information about current
lottery games, find a lottery retailer, and receive push notifications for jackpot alerts and promotional
information. Beyond simple transactional rewards, the embedded PLP will also offer players dozens of
different omnichannel engagement activities to earn loyalty points. With the combination of these leading
technologies, the Lottery can provide a unified Online Play and PLP solution that gives players the
opportunity to seamlessly engage across retail and online lottery experiences.
In addition to state-of-the-art technology, NPi will provide the Lottery with a full suite of Managed Services
to support the Lottery’s Online Play and PLP. NPi’s Customer Engagement Marketing team will bring expert
data-driven player insights and unified marketing-campaigns to drive player acquisition, conversion, and
retention in support of broadening the Lottery’s player base and promoting player engagement. The
Company’s world-class Customer Support Center and professional staff will also provide multi-channel
customer service to optimize player experiences.
Mark Michalko, Executive Director of the N.C. Education Lottery, said the conversion to the new Online
Play and Player Loyalty programs went exceptionally well given how complicated a task it was. He credited
the success to the expertise and teamwork shown by the NPi team in working with the Lottery to quickly
respond and resolve any conversion issues that arose.
“NeoPollard Interactive’s technology and services provide the flexibility we need to meet the evolving
needs of our players while maintaining the highest levels of security and integrity,” Michalko said. “Our
mission is to continually maximize revenues year over year to raise money for education programs in
North Carolina and we believe our partnership will help us to continue to achieve our goal.”

“We are extremely excited for the opportunity to partner with the Education Lottery to bring a new online
lottery experience to players enabled through NPi’s leading technology,” said Liz Siver, General Manager,
NeoPollard Interactive. “We believe our proprietary solutions will fulfill our core promise to our
customers, which is to deliver best-in-class solutions that meet players where they are.”
The Education Lottery set a new record for lottery ticket sales in fiscal year 2019, recording $2.86 billion
in sales. From those sales, the Lottery raised a record $709.2 million for education programs in North
Carolina. Instant tickets, or scratch-offs, continued to be the lottery’s most popular product, generating
$1.91 billion in sales, or 67% of revenue.
About NeoPollard Interactive
NeoPollard Interactive LLC is jointly owned by two of the world’s most trusted and reputable companies
in lottery and internet gaming—Pollard Banknote Limited (“Pollard Banknote”) and NeoGames S.a.r.L.
(“NeoGames”). Established in 2014, NPi combines the marketing expertise and extensive worldwide
lottery experience of Pollard Banknote with the proven leadership and technology of NeoGames in
launching new online and mobile gaming products and services in response to an ever-evolving
marketplace. The Company leverages the strengths of each partner company to develop, implement,
operate, and maintain innovative online gaming services for regulated lottery clients in order to generate
revenues for good causes.
Forward-looking Statements
Certain statements in this press release may constitute “forward-looking” statements and information,
which involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors that may cause actual results,
performance, or achievements to be materially different from any future results, performance, or
achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. When used in this document, such
statements include such words as “may,” “will,” “expect,” “believe,” “plan,” and other similar terminology.
These statements reflect management’s current expectations regarding future events and operating
performance and speak only as of the date of this document. There should not be an expectation that such
information will in all circumstances be updated, supplemented, or revised whether as a result of new
information, changing circumstances, future events, or otherwise.
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